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Facebook is one of the most widely used social media platforms, is a
great place to promote business and advertise it. You can use photos
and videos to create Facebook ads about your product very easily.
Facebook video ads are not difficult to deal with and here are some
steps that can be followed to develop such ads:

Starting Up:

1

The first step in creating Facebook ads first to have a Facebook account.
If you don't have a Facebook account, create one immediately.

2

Now after logging in to your Facebook account, you’ll see an option
saying “Create ads” in menu present at the top of your profile. Tap on it.

3

Now that you’ve chosen the option to create ads, it’s time to identify the
purpose of these ads.

4

Here you can choose from a number of many objectives, and in this
case, you'll choose "Get Video Views".

Setting the Audience and Ad:

5

After finally establishing your Facebook video ad, it's time to choose an
appropriate audience for it.
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6

After this include a budget for this advertisement as well.

7

The schedule of these Facebook video ads should also be explained in
this step.

8

All of these steps will help in setting up an audience according to the
type of product that you're selling, and they'll be interested in buying it.

Creating Video:

9

The major fun part of this whole Facebook video advertisement is the
creation of the video.

10 This Ad video can either be in the form of a slideshow or any video from
your library, or you can also browse it on the internet. The point is that it
should be in accordance with your ad.

11

Now that you’re creating a video for your ads, it’s necessary to keep
Facebook video specs in mind about resolution, size etc.

12

This video ad can now be uploaded anywhere on Facebook, and a link
to your site can also be added to it.

13

You can also do paid advertisement for these Facebook video ads by
paying other advertisers to help you promote these video ads.
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14

Now add an introduction to some ebook or any upcoming product that
you’re selling in the video ad.

15

While recording a video for your Facebook ad, make sure to rehearse it
beforehand to avoid inconvenience.

16

Editing plays a major role in deciding the success of your Facebook ad
campaign, so edit your video wisely.

17

After this, add the logo of your brand in the description of the video as
well as in the video ad.

18 You can also use thumbnails to attract the attention of the audience by
writing some meaningful text on the picture that persuades the user to
click on it and get the video to be played.
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